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OVERVIEW

Wil l iam Br idges (2009)

process of 

 ORIENTATION

explore 

PERSPECTIVES 

CHANGE 
why? what?

PURPOSE



Wil l iam Br idges (2009)

right eye 
= left hemisphere 

precise, narrow attention, 
grasping, simplified map, 

EAT



Wil l iam Br idges (2009)

left eye 
= right hemisphere 

broad attention, sustained 
vigilance, look out for 
predators & friends  

SURVIVE 



L R
abstraction 
category 
language 

serial 
narrow focus 
use the world 

precise attention 
certainty 
either/or 
rational

embodiment 
unique 

differentiation 
superfluous creation 
multiplicity of Being 

understand the world 
broad attention 

context 
both 

reason

Iain McGilchrist (2009), The Master and his Emissary, Yale



Wil l iam Br idges (2009)

THE MILKY WAY

What are three 
guiding stars   
in  your l i fe/work?



Wil l iam Br idges (2009)

THE MILKY WAY

What are the 
black holes that  
stand in the way 

of  what we can 
achieve 

together?





INGREDIENTS 
1 person +  
1 story =  
4 minutes

FOCUS 
Options: think of a person who saw 
something in you that you couldn’t 

(at the time) see yourself; or 
encouraged you to persist when you 

were foundering. 

facts

feelings

intention timer
RULES 

no questions or 
comments 

1 minute feedback 
rotate roles x 4 



Rockdale L ibrary,  Sydney

TODAY’S LIBRARIES





“Facts matter enormously, 
but to be meaningful they 
must be framed in terms of 

their moral importance.”

George Lakoff (2004/14), Don’t Think of an Elephant, Chelsea Green



”Public things are part of the 
‘holding environment’ of 

democratic citizenship, they 
furnish the world of 

democratic life."

Bonnie Honig (2017), Public Things: Democracy in Disrepair



Public libraries help navigate 
two spheres: public and 

private; high intensity and  
low.

Svanhild Aabø, Ragnar Audunson (2012), Use of library space and the library as place  



Does it matter?
WHY



METAPHORS

Mine  
Trove   

Lifeline 
  Treasure 

Melting pot    
Secrets in the stacks 

Keepers of untold discovery 
      

Discovery 
Digging deep 

Unearthing

Research by Project  S isu 2018



METAPHORS
Nurturing 

feeding, nourishing,  
keeping alive Lolly shop    

Cornucopia   
Smorgasbord 

Cure 
Lifeblood    
Soul-food 



METAPHORs
Home 
Portal 
Church 

Haven of tranquility 
Melting pot 

Window on the world 
Form of recycling 

Social glue 

Home 
safety, retreat, 
neighbourhood



METAPHORs

Oasis    
 Heaven 

  Paradise 
Treasure 

Brains trust 
Civic jewel 

Mind-opener   
Facilitator of links  
Key to knowledge 

Plenitude 
enough, excess, 

wealth



METAPHORs
Discovery 
digging deep 

unearthing
Nurturing 

feeding, nourishing,  
keeping alive

Home 
safety, retreat, 
neighbourhood

Plenitude 
enough, excess, wealth



Discovery 
digging deep 

unearthing

exciting lucky

wonder
marvellous

energetic

adventurous

serendipitous

unique
promise 

curious

magic 

FEELINGS



Nurturing 
feeding, nourishing,  

keeping alive

vital warmcaring

loved

comforting kind

nurturing

nourishing

regenerative
essential 

FEELINGS



Home 
safety, retreat, 
neighbourhood

peace

tranquil 

sacred
childhood

social 

egalitarian 

irreplaceable

worship

gratitude

FEELINGS



Plenitude 
enough, excess, 

wealth

blessing 

precious

pleasure

bliss
joy

luxuriant
luscious

cosmopolitan
wealth

exotic

bountiful 

FEELINGS
generous



METAPHORs
Discovery 
digging deep 

unearthing
Nurturing 

feeding, nourishing,  
keeping alive

Home 
safety, retreat, 
neighbourhood

Plenitude 
enough, excess, wealth

Research by Project  S isu 2018



Discovery 
digging deep 

unearthing

ASSOCIATIONS

Quiet, clever, curious 

Nurturing 
feeding, nourishing,  

keeping alive

A quiet, safe place that demands nothing but offers 
everything. 

Words, ideas fill the air

Amazing; liberating; enabling



ASSOCIATIONS

Home 
safety, retreat, 
neighbourhood

Mind-place, heart-space 
 

Under sung, overachieving

Plenitude 
enough, excess, 

wealth

It's like the best kind of shopping, but you don't 
need to pay at the end for your goods.

Thrill, peace, luxury, richness 



vibrant 
public 

buildings

innovative 

learning spaces

incubators for 

creative 
expression

cultural 

mosaic
an anchor, a 
community 

connector

promote 
literature & 

spoken word

Creative Communities:  
The cultural benefits of Victoria’s public libraries (2014)

six lenses of 
culture



Use your language.
Reinforce your values.

George Lakoff (2004/14), Don’t Think of an Elephant, Chelsea Green

SO



WHO? 
Draw a picture 

Name 
Age 

ABOUT 
How much do you know about them? 

If not much, why not? 

NEEDS AND PAIN POINTS 
Pressures and expectations 

WE’LL MAKE THEM 
 HAPPY BY 

What will change their world? 

WHO WILL BE AFFECTED?



CHALLENGE? 
One action area 

Something new or 
special? 

QUICK 
Focus on generating not 

analysing 
Feel free to sketch 

BUILD 
How can you build on 

this? 
Where can you take it? 

THREE QUICK IDEAS

INSIGHTS:  
Record any feedback you hear after people have circulated and commented on the ideas.



“I want to put a ding in 
the universe.”

STEVE JOBS



How will you put a 
ding in your universe?
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